MONDAY 13 JUNE 2011

9.00am Opening and Welcome to Country

9.15 PLENARY SESSION 1 | Auditorium 2
THE BONICA LECTURE - Chair | Dr Stephanie Davies
Neuroplasticity and central sensitisation
Prof Stephan Schug

9.50 Chair | Dr Susie Lord
Adolescent and parental coping with chronic pain:
New frontiers in research and clinical practice
Prof Chris Eccleston

10.30 Morning Tea

11.00 PLENARY SESSION 2 | Auditorium 2
Chair | Dr Gavin Chin
Pain talk with Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander people
Prof Jenny Strong, Mr Michael Williams

11.35 Chair | A/Prof John Collins
Effects of pain on sleep
Dr Christine Miaskowski

12.00 Rapid Communication Session 1 | Auditorium 2
Chair | Dr Susie Lord

12.30 Lunch

1.30 TOPICAL CONCURRENT SESSION 1
1A Chair | Prof Paul Rolan | Auditorium 2
Appropriate use of opioids for chronic non-cancer pain
Prof Paul Rolan, Ms Gwen Higgins, Prof Stephan Schug

1B Chair | Dr Susie Lord | Waterfront 2
Paediatric pain: Growing up
A/Prof John Collins, Dr Richard Burstall,
Dr David Anderson, Miss Emily Schneider RN

1C Chair | Ms Sara Brentnall | Waterfront 1
Deeper learning about pain: Educating the student,
the professional, the person in pain.
Mr Lester Jones, Dr Jacqui Stanford,
Dr Lorimer Moseley, Mr Nick Economos

1D Chair | Dr Lynette Guy | Meeting Room 2
Negempathy and stigmatisation of the patient with
chronic pain: Effects of adverse interaction between
patients and their practitioners
Dr John Quinter, Dr David Buchanan, Dr Mandy Nielson

1E Chair | Ms Jennifer Byrnes | Waterfront 3
Remote pain management
Dr Trevor Russell, Mr Simon Murphy, Dr Stephanie Davies

1F Chair | Mrs Jenny Phillips | Meeting Room 3
Nursing issues - Part 1 (Part 2 continues in Session 2F)
Dr Christine Miaskowski, Dr Clare Fenwick,
Dr Mahiban Thomas, Dr Ian Norton, Dr Steve Murdoch,
Ms Dee Robinson

3.00 Afternoon Tea

3.30 TOPICAL CONCURRENT SESSION 2
2A Chair | Dr Lorimer Moseley | Auditorium 2
Approaches to chronic pain
Mr Jac Cousin, Mr Carl Graham, Dr Victor Wilk

2B Chair | Prof Jenny Strong | Waterfront 3
The chronic pain experience of Indigenous
Australians: Insights from the Northern Territory
Ms Margot Webster, Ms Jacqui Francis, Ms Kerry Taylor

2C Chair | Dr Meredith Craigie | Waterfront 1
Persistent pelvic pain:
New ideas, new science, new management
Ms Deborah Bush, Dr Susan Evans,
Prof Thierry Vancaille

2D Chair | Dr Stephanie Davies | Meeting Room 2
Systematic paper triage: Making the invisible visible
Dr Stephanie Davies, Mr Luke Porkkila, Dr Eric Visser,
Dr Carl Graham, Dr Geoff Speldewinde

2E Chair | A/Prof David Champion | Waterfront 2
Functional pain syndromes: New concepts, heritability,
paediatric focus with adult implications
Dr Linnie Lighthart, Ms Alies Coenders

2F Chair | Mrs Jenny Phillips | Meeting Room 3
Nursing Issues Part 2
Dr Christine Miaskowski, Dr Clare Fenwick,
Dr Mahiban Thomas, Dr Ian Norton, Dr Steve Murdoch,
Ms Dee Robinson

5.00 Close for the Day
6.30 Art Gallery Openings: Nomad Art and Outstation Evening At leisure
Scientific Program  
**TUESDAY 14 JUNE 2011**

7.30am - 8.30am  Breakfast Session 1  |  Waterfront 1 & 2  
Sponsored by **mundipharma**  
Introducing TARGIN tablets: A fixed combination opioid agonist and antagonist  
* A/Prof John Kellow, Prof Milton Cohen

9.00  **PLENARY SESSION 3**  |  Auditorium 2  
Chair  |  Prof Lorimer Moseley  
Mitochondria: Novel therapeutic targets for the control and prevention of neuropathic pain  
* Prof Gary Bennett

9.40  Chair  |  Dr Steve Gibson  
Advances in the neurosurgical management of pain  
* Dr Ben Jonker

10.05  Chair  |  A/Prof George Chalkiadis  
A cognitive motivational view of living with chronic pain  
* Prof Chris Eccleston

10.30  **Morning Tea**

11.00  **PLENARY SESSION 4**  |  Auditorium 2  
THE TESS CRAMOND LECTURE  
Chair  |  Mr Michael Deen  
An ultimate irony: Chronic pain in persons with physical disabilities  
* Dr Kathryn Nicholson Perry

11.30  Chair  |  Prof Mark Connor  
Proteases: Gnawing away at inflammation and pain  
* Prof Nigel Bunnett

12.00  **Pain Summit Update**  |  Prof Stephen Gibson

12.15pm  Rapid Communication Session 2  |  Auditorium 2  
Chair  |  Dr Kathryn Nicholson Perry

12.30  Lunch and Poster Presentations

1.30  **FREE PAPER CONCURRENT SESSIONS 1-6**

1.  Chair  |  Prof Mark Connor  |  Auditorium 2  
Animal models of nociception

2.  Chair  |  Dr Michael Farrell  |  Waterfront 1  
Psychophysics, psychometrics and neuroimaging of clinical and experimental pain - Part 1

3.  Chair  |  Prof Vaughan Macefield  |  Waterfront 2  
Psychophysics, psychometrics and neuroimaging of clinical and experimental pain - Part 2

4.  Chair  |  Dr Ross Drake  |  Waterfront 3  
Pain in childhood and adolescence

5.  Chair  |  Dr Malcolm Hogg  |  Meeting Room 2  
Therapies for persisting pain

6.  Chair  |  Ms Jacqui Francis  |  Meeting Room 3  
Evaluation of pain / pain impact

3.00  **Afternoon Tea**

3.30  **AUSTRALIAN PAIN SOCIETY AGM**  |  Auditorium 2

5.30  Close for the Day

Evening  Casual BBQ at Darwin Sailing Club


Scientific Program

\textbf{WEDNESDAY 15 JUNE 2011}

7.30am - 8.30am  Breakfast Session 2  |  Waterfront 1 & 2

Sponsored by

Moderator  |  Prof Stephan Schug
Activating and empowering patients into pain management

Mr Peter Moore,  Prof Lorimer Moseley

9.00  PLENARY SESSION 5  |  Auditorium 2
Chair  |  Dr Michael Farrell
The effects of pain on the sympathetic and somatic motor systems in humans

Prof Vaughan Macefield

9.30  Chair  |  Prof Stephen Gibson
Alleged malingering of chronic pain: Fraud in a health-care setting

Prof George Mendelson

10.00  Chair  |  Dr Carolyn Arnold
Does compensation affect health outcomes?

Prof Luke Connelly

10.30  Morning Tea

11.00  TOPICAL CONCURRENT SESSION 3
3A  Chair  |  A/Prof Mark Boughey  |  Meeting Room 3
Palliative care

A/ Prof Mark Boughey,  Dr Christine Miaskowski,  Dr Peter Eastman

3B  Chair  |  Dr Zhen Zheng  |  Waterfront 2
Have we tried it all? Complementary and alternative medicine for low back pain

Dr Stephen Leow,  Dr Byeopngsan Oh

3C  Chair  |  Dr Carolyn Arnold  |  Meeting Room 2
The practical application of current pain sciences into clinical practice

Mrs Janet Firth,  Mrs Fiona Thomas,  Ms Lisa Oakley

3D  Chair  |  Prof Mark Connor  |  Auditorium 2
Emerging pharmacological treatments for pain

Prof Nigel Bunnnett,  Prof Mark Connor,  Prof Gary Bennett

12.30  Close of Sessions - Optional social activities after noon

7.00  Conference Gala Dinner under the stars - Skycity Darwin

\textbf{THURSDAY 16 JUNE 2011}

9.00  PLENARY SESSION 6  |  Auditorium 2
Chair  |  Prof Maree Smith
PhD Scholarship Presentations

Defining inhibitor binding sites unique to the glycine transporter, GLYT2: A potential target for the treatment of chronic pain

Ms Amelia Edington

An investigation of the role of sleep in chronic pain

Ms Mary Roberts

Vulnerability to chronic pain: Behaviour and genetic factors

Ms Zoë Brett

9.30  THE SUNDERLAND LECTURE
Chair  |  Dr Kevin Keay
A new hypothesis for CRPS: It's a capillary disease

Prof Gary Bennett

10.00  Chair  |  Prof Milton Cohen
Opioids in non-malignant pain

Dr Christine Miaskowski

10.30  Morning Tea

11.00  LATEST AND GREATEST
Chair  |  Dr Michael Farrell  |  Auditorium 2

Dr Michael Farrell,  Prof Stephan Schug
A/Prof Michael Nicholas

Awards and Invitation to APS ASM 2012

Chair  |  Dr Gavin Chin

12.30pm  Close of Conference